Abstract-The intra-chip communication infrastructures are receiving always more attention since they are becoming a crucial part in the development of current SoCs. Due to the high availability of pre-characterized hard-IP, the complexity of the design is moving toward global interconnections which are introducing always more constraints at each technology node. Power consumption, timing closure, bandwidth requirements, time to market, are some of the factors that are leading to the proposal of new solutions for next generation multi-million SoCs. The need of high programmable systems and the high gate-count availability is moving always more attention on multiprocessors systems (MP-SoC) and so an adequate solution must be found for the communication infrastructure. One of the most promising technologies is the Network-On-Chip (NoC) architecture, which seems to better fit with the new demanding complexity of such systems. Before starting to develop new solutions, it is crucial to fully understand if and when current bus architectures introduce strong limitations in the development of high speed systems. This article describes a case study of a multiprocessor based ethernet packet-switch application with a shared-bus communication infrastructure. This system aims to depict all the bottlenecks which a shared-bus introduces under heavy load. What emerges from this analysis is that, as expected, a shared-bus is not scalable and it strongly limits whole system performances. These results strengthen the hypothesis that new communication architectures (like the NoC) must be found.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years always more attention has been dedicated to the development of new solutions for intra-chip communications. This is happening for a number of reasons. Starting from the 130 nm technology node, global wires are becoming a critical issue in the success of a design. Crosstalk analysis is a task that can not be neglected anymore and its computation is getting always more complex at each new node. Current EDA tools give the designer the capability of a complete design exploration, but this is a time consuming operation and problems always appear at a late stage of the design getting the timing closure a dangerous task. The probability of a respin of the design is very high, and with the increasing cost of a mask-set, this leads always more companies to go out of the business. Furthermore, clock speed is getting such high [1] that a signal could not be propagated across the chip in a single clock cycle anymore. Latency Insensitive Protocols (LIP) [2] have been recently proposed. They aim at de-correlating the functionality of the computational blocks from the clock speed of the communication infrastructure so that any IP, with the introduction of a wrapper called shell, will have the capability of working in the presence of signal propagation more than one clock cycle long.
For more complex systems, with an high bandwidth demand and the need for a certain level of reconfigurability, a completely new approach was proposed ( [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] ). The idea is to build a number of micro-networks inside the chip and let each IP communicate with the others using a message-passing scheme. Packets will be the basic data unit that will be routed from the source to the destination. This Network-On-Chip (NoC) architecture could bring to a number of advantages. First, since interconnections can be dynamically configured, it would be possible to create programmable architectures which each user can customize according to his/her needs. A chip may then contain several IP blocks like processors, memories, FPGAs, DSPs, custom-logic etc, and the final user will decide how to logically interconnect them in the final design. This means that a single product can be used for a domain of applications by simply reconfiguring the communication traffic. This concept is similar to the Sea of gates one, in which gates are already placed in the chip, and only interconnections must be set. Another advantage of the NoC approach is its regular structure (e.g. a mesh topology). This could lead to early characterize all the physical parameters of the communication infrastructure with a great impact in design productivity.
As mentioned before, programmable elements like microprocessors seem the ideal companion for this infrastructure, and since the multiprocessor arena is recently becoming a hot topic, the development of a scalable, programmable, highspeed backbone for such systems would be the key for nextgeneration Multiprocessors System-On-Chip (MP-SoC). In order to show the real need for such new communication architectures, which are still in a development stage, it is important to fully understand the limits of current communication systems used in SoC, which are on the contrary well consolidated in the SoC design practice. Moreover, it is crucial to evaluate which are the real-life application domains which could benefit from a high speed communication infrastructure. This application-driven heuristical approach, we believe, though not so appealing from a theoretical point of view, is more adapted to evaluate the real need for a high-bandwidth system then traffic models borrowed from the computer networks domain.
Currently, the most used communication typology for SoC systems is the shared-bus which has been implemented in several on-chip communication protocols like AXI [17] , OCP [18] , DTL [19] , CoreConnect [27] , STBus [20] , etc. Since this scheme is so popular in SoCs, a correct knowledge of its characteristics, performances, fields of applications and limitations is essential as a preliminary analysis before developing new communication architectures like the NoC.
Communication requirements have been analyzed in several previous works. In [21] , [22] , [23] and [24] , traditional parameterized statistic traffic generators were used, that, in spite of their generality, prevent designers from assessing performance in presence of real-life workloads and make it difficult to account for dynamic effects such as bus contentions. In [25] a simulation environment that models all hardware and software components of a multiprocessor system is proposed, but the applications that were mapped on such system do not represents a real-life case study. Our work is based on a 8-processor system mapped on a FPGA, in which a distributed ethernet packet-switch application was implemented, in order to provide realistic performance estimates and statistics. The aspect of packets managing inside the chip also represents a first outline of a future network-on-chip multiprocessor environment.
The article is structured as follows. Section II outlines the problem and makes some theoretical considerations. Section III describes the hardware and the software system used for the test. Section IV presents the results. In section V the results are commented, conclusions are drawn and a perspective of our future work is this field is given.
II. POINT-TO-POINT CHANNELS VS. SHARED-BUSES
We can divide communication channels mainly into two opposite fields:
• Point-to-Point links • Shared links Each of them has advantages and drawbacks. Point-to-Point (P2P) links are fast, they do not require any arbitration protocol and permit full I/O concurrency (in the presence of other P2P links). But they require that each peripheral has as much I/O interfaces as the number of other peripherals to talk with. If there are 2N peripherals and each needs a link with each other, a total of 2 × N × N P2P unidirectional links are required, as it shown in Fig. 1 .a. This situation can easily bring to wire routing congestion and so it is inapplicable when the number of blocks to be connected becomes significant.
On the other hand, shared-buses are easy to use, and each block, with just one I/O interface, can virtually communicate with every other block connected to the same shared-bus as shown in Fig. 1 .b.
Wire routing of such infrastructure is also definitely easier. But in this case only one resource can drive the bus at a time and an arbiter is required to handle contentions. For this reason an handshake protocol is also required (Request-Grant scheme) and this introduces an extra overhead. Since the bus is now shared with other N peripherals, each one uses the bus N times less frequently than the P2P case, as long as a fair bus arbitration is performed. So, the right choice of a P2P bus versus a shared-bus depends on several aspects, primarily cost and performances, which strongly depend on the application at stake. If W is the parallelism of the bus, f clock the clock frequency, and α ≤ 1 is a corrective factor which takes into account the bus protocol overhead (e.g. arbitration, handshake for write/read cycles, et cetera), when all the resources want to access to the same shared-bus, the bandwidth B in bit/sec of each resource is:
So for example, if we consider a read cycle, we would likely have a valid data every 4 clock cycles (Request-GrantAddress-Data) and this leads to a value of α = 1/4 which strongly cuts the real bandwidth down.
A. System Architecture
Our aim is to provide realistic performance estimates and statistics on the communication infrastructure of SoCs based on shared bus. Traditional parameterized statistic traffic simulator do not offer an adequate solution for this purpose because it is difficult to account for dynamic effects such as bus contentions. Instead, we believe, a realistic test has to be performed on the field with realistic applications.
For these motivations we built a multiprocessor architecture to perform an ethernet packet-switch. All the ethernet controllers and the microprocessors were linked to the same bus.
When a packet arrives at the port i of the switch, the ethernet controller i generates an interrupt to the microprocessor i which reads the packet. At this point the destination address of each packet is analyzed to calculate the output port j and the packet is sent to the ethernet controller j.
To be as much flexible as possible, we made use of processors also to generate the traffic for the switch and to monitor the packets which were coming out from the switch. With this environment we had the possibility to test the performances of a real-life application and at the same time to control and monitor each parameter of the whole system.
The architecture is organized as follows.
• 4x4 ports ethernet packet-switch. It is composed of 4 processors and 4 ethernet controllers (10/100 Mb/s). Each resource is connected to the same shared-bus as it is shown in Fig. 2. • 4 traffic generators. Each traffic generator is composed of a processor and an ethernet controller. It also acts as a traffic monitor for the incoming packets (Fig. 2) .
• A timer. It has been configured to generate an interrupt each second so that the number of transmitted and received packets per second for each port is easily computed.
• An interrupt-controller for each processor. A total of 8 interrupt-controllers are presents. Each controller receives interrupts from the timer and from the ethernet controller (a packet has arrived or a packet has been sent). A first method to evaluate the system performances consists in sending a number of packets to each port and monitor the number of packets that exit from each port after one second of operation. If the total number of output packets is less than the total number of packets that were injected into the switch, apart from small differences due to the abrupt interruption when one second of count is reached, it means that a performance loss occurred somewhere.
The first cause of packets loss is the bandwidth of the bus that must be at least equal to the aggregate bandwidth of the ports. In our case the speed of each port was set to 25 Mb/s so with a maximum of four ports the aggregate bandwidth is 100 Mb/s which is far below the theoretical bandwidth of the bus, calculated according to equation (1) .
Another possibility of loosing packets occurs when the interframe gap between two consecutive incoming packets is less than the time of the interrupt service routine to read the packet and make the input buffer ready to receive the next incoming packet. This situation could lead to a systematic loss of packets even without any bus contention.
Considering the ethernet channel when the traffic generator is continuously sending packets; we define T send as the time in which the channel is busy transmitting a packet, and T idle as the time where the channel is not used.
To fully use the bandwidth of the channel we should have T idle = 0 but this is not possible because the ethernet protocol requires an inter-frame gap which depends on the ethernet speed. We have also to consider another aspect. If we call T T x the time to write a packet in the ethernet Tx buffer (which is equal to T Rx , the time to read a packet from the ethernet Rx buffer), this time is composed of the time spent to run the Interrupt Service Routine and all the others software routines, let us call it T T x,Sw , and the time spent to write or read the entire packet through the bus, which we define as T T x,Hw .
So, after a packet is sent from the ethernet controller, before sending a new packet, some time is spent by the software routine to execute the firmware and some time is spent by the processor to write the entire packet into the ethernet buffer. This means that in first approximation:
Lets now suppose to have a number N of data as 32 bits words to send through the channel. If we want to send this payload in M packets, the duration of each packet will be:
If we now define M a number of packets so that M < M, we have that:
With T send > T send . Since T idle = T T x,Hw +T T x,Sw , if we consider that the time spent to run the software is independent from the value of N and M , and that the time spent to write or to read a packet is considerably less in comparison with the software time which requires thousands more clock cycles to be executed, if we express the bandwidth usage B u like:
we see that if the packet length increases (T send ), with T idle nearly constant in first approximation, the bandwidth usage increases. So, if we have T Rx < T idle , we are in the condition of no packet loss. Now, let us define the condition in which packets are lost. If we have T idle < T Rx < 2T idle + T send , this means that we are loosing 1/2 of the packets systematically. This happens because when a packet arrives, the time spent to read it is longer than the idle time, so when the packet source sends another packet, the Rx buffer of the ethernet controller is still busy due to the reading procedure of the previous packet. This means that for each packet we read, the following packet will be inevitably lost. 
III. TEST PLATFORM
The test system is composed of two parts, the hardware one and the software one.
A. The hardware subsystem
All the hardware was mapped in a XilinX FPGA, the Virtex-2-Pro [26] , in order to build a prototype architecture and have the possibility to run all the tests at full speed instead of spending much time simulating the design. The development board was the XilinX ML-310 [26] . The only feature we were not able to use in this board is the possibility of fully exploit its big I/O pin count. There are two high-speed Tyco connectors but we were not able to find the Tyco adapters all across Europe and in the US. We then limited our probing to a limited number of I/O's that, fortunately, were sufficient for our purposes. As for the other features, we found it a good development platform.
We used a logic analyzer to debug the system during the development process bringing out all the necessary signals. Fig. 3 explains how we set-up the experiments.
The Xilinx MicroBlaze was chosen as soft microprocessor, and Xilinx Ethernet evaluation core as the ethernet controller. Microblaze uses the OPB Bus (OnBoard-Peripherals-Bus) of the IBM CoreConnect standard [27] . Each Microblaze has a dual port local memory for Instructions and Data. Also a timer and 8 interrupt controllers were added. An RS-232 controller was also instantiated so that all the results were printed on a console. The equivalent gate count reported by XST was of about 2.8 million. The clock frequency of the whole system was 60 MHz and the Ethernet speed was 25 Mb/sec. These values have been chosen to obtain an adequate comparison of the impact that a variable number of master between 1 and 4 may have on the shared-bus performance. Differences on the system clock speed will only lead to a move of the threshold of performances loss, but all the considerations can be made independent from the system frequency.
B. The software subsystem
The entire system was developed using the Xilinx ISE 6.3i and EDK 6.3i, both for the Linux OS. EDK is a co-design tool which helps to quickly develop both the hardware and the software part of a system. Even if we experienced some instability, our system was very complex, so we believe that in more "common situations" its behavior should be more reliable.
On a P4-2.8GHz running Linux, the synthesis, P&R and mapping phase took about 1 hour. As for the development time, we found that the availability of a high number of IPs, even if in a evaluation version, really helps to quickly develop complex systems in weeks.
IV. TEST RESULTS
We ran two type of applications, a level two ethernet packetreply and a level two ethernet packet-routing.
The packet-reply application consists in sending back the packet just read to the same port it was coming from. This means that in the packet-reply application each processor always reads and writes from and to a fixed ethernet controller. Therefore no resource contentions were present because in no case two (or more) processors try writing or reading from the same ethernet port.
In the packet-routing application each traffic generator sends a packet to an uniformly random generated destination address. This means that in this case resource contentions are possible. Apart from a possible performance degradation, the contention in accessing an ethernet peripheral may result in malfunctions. This might happen when a processors has started filling an ethernet input buffer and eventually another processor, which aims at writing to the same buffer, receives a grant to access the bus. If the second one starts writing before the first one has completed its packet write operation, the packet in the input ethernet buffer will be jammed. Therefore a mechanism of resource locking was introduced using the Bus-Lock feature of the OPB bus which is also supported by the Microblaze processor [28] . For this purpose we wrote two small assembler routines to enable and disable bus-locking. When the buslocking is enabled, the master that was granted will always own the bus until it put the bus-lock down. Therefore the problem of packet jam is avoided as long as each processors leaves the bus grant when it has finished writing an entire packet.
Even if not necessary because contentions are avoided by construction in the packet-reply case, we also made use of this feature in that application to see if there were some performance changes.
For each application we varied the size of sent packets from 44 bytes to 704 bytes. Every test was performed with 1, 2, 3 and 4 processors contemporary active on the bus. The results are reported in Fig. 4 for the packet-reply case, where two different situations, bus-lock disabled and enabled, are reported, in Fig. 4.a and Fig. 4 .b respectively.
With one processor (Fig.4(a) , × dotted line) we noticed the presence of missing packets starting from a packet length of 276 bytes, as predicted in Section II. For packet lengths from 0 to 276 bytes, as the packet length increases, the bandwidth usage of the channel increase as predicted in equations (3), (4) and (5).
We also noticed that in the same configuration, using the bus-lock mechanism, the threshold above which we begin losing packets increases up to 400 bytes. This is shown in Fig. 4(b) . This behavior was expected since in this case the bus arbitration protocol occurs only one time per packet instead of every word.
With two processors things start changing. With the bus-lock disabled, the bus subsystem is capable of supporting the traffic until a packet length of 120 bytes. Slightly above this value and until a packet length of about 350 bytes, the packet loss rate increases dramatically. This was not an expected behavior and must be further investigated. What we suspect is that a kind of synchronization occurs between packets arrival and bus request and this leads to that high packet loss. These behavior also manifests with three and four processors as Fig. 4(a) clearly reveals.
With bus-lock enabled the same application shows a high improvements in the usage of the bus bandwidth, with a peak when the packet length is around 400 bytes (Fig. 4(b) ). This case would correspond to the minimum level of synchronization between the masters of the bus.
The packet-routing application gives the possibility to make further considerations on the fact that bus usage strongly depends on traffic statistic and synchronization. The results of our tests on this application are reported in Fig. 5 . In theory, the same performances should emerge between packet-routing and packet-reply (with bus-lock enabled) with a shared-bus configuration. However, this would be true if no resource contentions appear. In the packet-reply application, when a packet arrives in the ethernet controller, the probability to find the Tx buffer of the same ethernet controller free is almost 1, so the packet can be successfully sent back. On the contrary, in the packet-routing application, this is not true anymore. Even if a processor wins the bus arbitration and is capable of reading an incoming packet from the ethernet controller, now it is possible to find the Tx buffer of the destination ethernet controller busy and this leads to a high performance loss in the bus bandwidth usage.
As a consequence, the results in Fig. 5 compared to those in Fig. 4(b) , both with bus-locking enabled, show the relevant performance degradation of the packet-routing case. Clearly, when there is not contention, and this is the case of 1 microprocessor, the behavior is identical.
V. CONCLUSION
This work intended to evaluate the performance of a sharedbus configuration in a Multiprocessor-SoC configuration when a real-life application is run. As a case study, we mapped a packet-switch application on our system. Our intention was to stress as much as possible our communication infrastructure and not to propose an efficient networking-application.
What emerges from this set of tests is that the theoretical supported bandwidth of a bus is not the only parameter to be considered in the development of a multiprocessor system based on shared-bus. This is evident in our test environment where, with a system frequency of only 60 MHz and a bus width of 32 bit, a theoretical throughput of 1.92 Gb/s was available. Nevertheless, with a traffic of 25 Mb/s per port, which gives a maximum aggregate bandwidth of only 100 Mb/s with 4 ports, the communication infrastructure was unable to sustain the traffic rate.
This means that a correct statistics of the bus access of each resource is crucial in the development of a complete system. In some case this is possible, especially when the complexity of the whole architecture is not so high. But in future multimillion gate designs, with the need of reconfigurable systems, where hundred of Processing Elements (PEs) will work in parallel, each executing different tasks depending on the state of others PEs, it will be not so easy anymore to accurately predict the intra-chip communication statistics.
We believe that there is and there will be always more need of having flexible, scalable and programmable communication infrastructures, and the NoCs seem attractive for these aspects. This is the first of future works which aim at better clarifying the domains in which current communication solutions are adequate, and subsequently individuate the domains where instead new solutions, like NoCs, are required. We believe that the multiprocessor arena, which already is a hot topic in the SoC domain, is among the applications which require to develop new high performance on-chip communication systems.
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